
 

 

Inversion Utilization 
A Guide to Using Inversions in Practical Application 

Introduction 
In this module we are going to discus inversions. What inversions are, and why 

they are important, from the perspective of the melodic and harmonic players. 

We will then cover inversions of triadic chords; in major, minor and half-

diminished. Following this with seventh chords; in major, dominant, minor and 

half-diminished. Continuing this study, we will delve into other chord types, and 

how inversions can be used to tie into chord changes. Finally, we will discuss 

strategies for playing melodically over inversions. 

We will need to define some terms, though these are covered in other modules, 

just as a refresher: 

• Inversion – Organizing a chord from an interval rather than the root 

• Interval – A tone coinciding with a scale 

• Root – The initial tone in a one octave scale 

• Tonic – the Initial tone outside of the one octave scale 

• Chord Tones- the intervals that make up a chord 

• Voicing – the overall tonality of a chord 

 

What are Inversions 
Inversions are different expressions of the same chord, it contains all the same 

notes, just different order from lowest to highest.  

Our basic chord structures all follow the same formula; root, third, fifth (triads) 

and add the seventh (7th Chords). This is called stacking thirds. The chord is not 

defined by the order of the tones, however, just by the existence of the 

frequencies in the overall harmony, this is where inversions come in.  

Simply by rotating the order of the tones we can change the expression of a 

chord. This is due the emotive information that is translated by stacking intervals 

in different orders. In the Intervals and Major Scale module I talk about stacking 

3rd intervals for chord construction and utilizing Major and Minor 3rd Intervals.  



 

 

How Inversions are relevant is changing the order that the major and minor 3rd 

intervals are stacked. And although the overall frequency changes are preserved 

how they interact with the ear, and therefore transfer information to our brains, 

and are perceived differently. 

Reasons inversions are used in playing is to take advantage of close positions for 

chord changes, and to change the flavor when repeating chords in a progression.  

Understanding that the musical “alphabet” rotates from A to G in a cyclical 

pattern lends to the understanding that you can play the same chord with a 

different voicing without much hand position change. Furthermore, you can 

engage in chord changes with nothing but the slightest hand position movements, 

if any at all. 

Sometimes we have chord progressions which repeat, in order to insert variability 

and a sense of motion we can apply inversions. This adds a level of 

unpredictability and excitement to a composition as giving the audience exactly 

what they expect can make a composition boring. 

Triad Inversions 
Triads are one of the simplest chord types, as the name implies, they are three 

note chords. The primary triad is a series of stacked thirds, the root, third and 

fifth interval. 

 



 

 

In the example image we see three octaves with a C major triad, if we start from 

the second C marked by the Diamond, we can build the chord from taking the 

two marked notes to the right (3rd and 5th). If we shift to the right by the third 

our triad starts with the third, this is the first inversion. If we shift to the left from 

the initial position, we have the second inversion. As there are only three pitches 

in the chord, there can only be 2 inversions: the root position (Root, 3rd, 5th), first 

inversion (3rd, 5th, Root), and second inversion (5th, Root, 3rd). 

Inversions of C Major, Minor and Diminished 

Chord Root Position 1st Inversion 2nd Inversion 

C Major C E G E G C G C E 

C Minor C Eb G Eb G C G C Eb 

C Diminished C Eb Gb Eb Gb C Gb C Eb 

 

Practice Exercise! 

Keys Players 

With both hands, practice the inversions over CMaj, individually and 

simultaneously. Then move to Cmin, and Cdim. Fingering will be pictured in the 

Practice Video: Inversions 1: Triadic Inversions in the Closed Position. You can 

then move on to other root notes, getting comfortable with hand positioning. 

Other Musicians 

For other instruments it is important to understand the different textures 

inversions bring to music. The same practice video will feature C chords and their 

inversions, I will create a backing track to cover other chords. 

Triadic Inversions and Chord Progressions 
Now, we will look at the inversions as we progress through Harmonization of the 

Major Scale. In this implementation, we will see the utility of inversions as we 

change between chords. There is a lesson on the Harmonization of the major 

scale, if you are unfamiliar with this concept, I highly recommend viewing the 

material. 

 

 

 



 

 

Harmonization of the Key of C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now we can see how these inversions fit together, take for example a jazz staple 

ii V I:  

Chord Root Position 1st Inversion 2nd Inversion 

D minor (ii) D F A F A D A D F  

Chord 2nd Inversion Root Position 1st Inversion 

G Major (V) D G B G B D B D G 

Chord 1st Inversion 2nd Inversion Root Position 

C Major (I) E G C G C E C E G 

Do note that when maintaining hand position, you are expressing 

different inversions 

Using this Table we start with the top inversion, mimic the shared note between 

the two chords and spell out the inversion from there, repeat that on the final 

chord change. Work on these to get the feel of chord changing without moving 

your hand position, once you are comfortable you can move on to other chord 

progressions. 

Notes for the non-keys players 

I will go into this later in playing melodies, but this is important to understand in 

overall musicianship. Expressing the harmonic information differently can vastly 

alter melodic choices. 

Chord Root Position 1st Inversion 2nd Inversion 

C Major C E G E G C G C E 

D minor D F A F A D A D F 

E minor E G B G B E B E G 

F Major F A C A C F  C F A 

G Major G B D B D G D G B 

A minor A C E C E A E A C 

B diminished B D F D F B F B D 



 

 

 

 Practice Exercise 

Keys Players 

Using the pathways in the table above move through the ii V I progression in both 

hands, individually and simultaneously. This will be displayed in the Practice Video: 

Inversions 1: Triadic Inversions in the Closed Position.  

Non-Keys Players 

Again, I reiterate, the importance of understanding these textures and what 

melodic voicings you can apply to generate the emotional information you are 

trying to portray. There will be a backing track which mimics the practice video, 

feel free to download the track, set it to your own pace and explore your 

melodic choices.   

 


